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Abstract: In this work, hydration kinetics related to the incorporation of water into proton-conducting
Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a perovskite-type oxide are presented, with a recorded transition on
temperature from a single-fold to a two-fold behavior. This can be correlated with an appearance of
the electronic hole component of the conductivity at high temperatures. The collected electrical
conductivity relaxation data allowed to calculate chemical diffusion coefficient D and surface
exchange reaction coefficient k, as well as respective activation energies of their changes on
temperature. Presented results are supplemented with a systematic characterization of the structural
properties of materials synthesized at different temperatures, amount of incorporated water after
hydration in different conditions, influence of water content on the crystal structure, as well as
electrical conductivity in dry, H2O- and D2O-containing air, which enabled to evaluate proton
(deuterium) conductivity.

Keywords: perovskite oxides; substituted barium indate; hydration; proton conductivity; relaxation
experiments; coupled/decoupled ionic transport

1. Introduction

High-temperature proton conductors, used e.g., as electrolytes in Protonic Ceramic Fuel Cell
(PCFC) technology, are characterized by a high ionic conductivity at the intermediate temperatures
(ca. 500–700 ◦C), which may surpass the one of commonly used oxide ion conductors [1,2]. The first
reports on proton-conducting ceramics were presented by Iwahara and co-workers in the 1980s [3,4].
Since that time, many acceptor-doped AB1−xMxO3−δ (A: Ba, Sr, Ca; B: Zr, Ce, In, Sn; M: different +3/+2
elements) perovskite-type oxides were discovered and characterized as efficient proton conductors [5–10].

One of the highest values of H+ conductivity in wet atmospheres, on the order of 10−2 S cm−1 at
ca. 600 ◦C, show materials based on BaCeO3. At higher temperatures, their total ionic conductivity
increases even more, but oxygen ion component becomes predominant, which results in a significant
decrease of the proton transfer number tH [11,12]. Unfortunately, cerium-based perovskites react
with acidic oxides (e.g., CO2 or SO3) and steam, forming carbonates and hydroxides, which limits
usage of these materials in fuel cells or high temperature steam electrolyzers [13,14]. Zr-based oxides
exhibit improved stability, but their proton conductivity is lower and much higher temperatures are
required for a successful sintering of dense pellets/membranes [15,16]. Recently, other materials
having different crystal structures are also considered as high-temperature proton conductors [17–24].
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Proton, due to a lack of electrons on its electron shell, strongly polarizes surrounding ions in a
host lattice, leading to the formation of a relatively high-energy bonds nearby. Consequently, protons
in oxides are located in the electron cloud of the oxygen anions, forming OH•O defects [17]. Depending
on the atmosphere, protons can be absorbed into the oxide structure according to the following
reactions [25]:

• in dry hydrogen atmosphere,
H2 + 2OX

O ↔ 2OH•O + 2e′ (1)

• in humidified atmosphere,
H2O + V••O + OX

O ↔ 2OH•O (2)

For the second reaction, commonly observed for perovskite-type oxides, the presence of the
oxygen vacancies in the crystal structure is required. In the A2+B4+O3 perovskite oxides, partial
substitution of the B-site cation by e.g., trivalent one (M3+) is used to form the oxygen vacancies [13].

2BX
B + OX

O + M2O3 → 2M′B + V••O + 2BO2 (3)

The amount of the oxygen vacancies is therefore half of the introduced M3+. Simulations and isotopic
studies have suggested that the Grotthuss mechanism can be generally considered as the proton
transport mechanism, occurring at elevated temperatures in perovskite oxides [26]. It is known that
the activation energy of proton hopping from one oxygen anion to the neighboring one depends on
the oxygen-oxygen distance, but regardless of the crystal structure of the oxides, the value is about
2/3 of the activation energy of the oxygen transport through the vacancy mechanism. This can be
explained by the fact that the migration of protons is completely dependent on the oscillation of the
oxygen network. For both types of conductivity, the charge carriers need to overcome the same energy
barrier, but while the oxygen anion must go through the so-called saddle point between the energy
minima, the proton can jump (or tunnel) when the ion on which it is located will overcome 2/3 of the
height of the energy barrier [27].

It is also known that there is a correlation between a difference of electronegativity of the A- and
the B-site cations and the enthalpy of the hydration reaction. If the electronegativity difference is
higher, it limits the amount of incorporated protons, lowering the proton conductivity [28].

Coupled and Decoupled Diffusion of Ionic Charge Carriers

Considering Equation (2), the respective equation for the reaction’s constant can be written as

KW =

[
OH•O

]2

pH2O
[
V••O

][
OX

O
] (4)

Also, Equations (3) and (4) can be re-written in the following form [29]:

H2O + V••O ↔ 2H•i + OX
O (5)

K′W =

[
H•i

]2[OX
O
]

pH2O
[
V••O

] (6)

As noticed in work [29], this should correspond to the situation that during incorporation
(or release) of water into (from) the oxide, the diffusion of the oxygen anions and protons is ambipolar.
In other words, respective fluxes are correlated to each other. Consequently, in e.g., the electrical
relaxation experiments conducted during change of the water vapor partial pressure in the sample’s
surrounding atmosphere, the respective relaxation curves should be of a single fold nature. This is in
contrast to numerous literature reports showing a two-fold character of the relaxation curves recorded
in specific conditions [30–36].
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In a new approach presented in work [29], the two-fold relaxation kinetics are explained by a
decoupled transport of hydrogen and oxygen ions, which initially occurs on the surface and is followed
by diffusion in the bulk.

H2O + V••O ↔ 2H•i + OX
O (7)

Had + h• ↔ H•i (8)

Oad + V••O ↔ OX
O + 2h• (9)

This corresponds to the situation of decoupled chemical diffusion of hydrogen and oxygen.
Both processes can be described, respectively, as ambipolar diffusion of protons and electronic holes,
as well as ambipolar diffusion of oxygen anions and electronic holes. Furthermore, as shown in
work [30], the observed change in the total conductivity (∆σ) as a function of time (i.e., in relaxation
experiments) is a sum of the H-related and O-related conductivities, which proceed in opposite
directions: ∆σ(H) is decreasing with time, while ∆σ(O) is increasing.

Crucial for the relaxation behavior is the presence of electronic holes, generated according to the
Equation (9) and consumed in Equation (8). If their concentration is negligible, the corresponding
transference number of the hole conductivity approaches zero. In this case, the decoupled transport
(two-fold relaxation kinetics) reduces to the single-fold diffusion of water (single-fold relaxation) [29].

In this paper, comprehensive results of structural, thermogravimetric, and transport properties
of proton-conducting Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a oxide are presented. Notwithstanding that the
chosen chemical composition is not characterized by a very high proton conductivity, it enabled us to
observe the temperature-dependent transition from the single-fold to the two-fold relaxation kinetics
associated to the appearance of the electronic hole-related conductivity. Apart from the characterization
of the basic physicochemical properties, the conducted studies with humidified atmosphere allowed
us to determine the values of the activation energy of the surface exchange coefficient k and the bulk
diffusion coefficient D for the coupled and decoupled ionic transport.

2. Materials and Methods

Analyzed Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a was synthesized by a standard high-temperature solid
state route. Stoichiometric amounts of the respective oxides (La2O3, ZrO2, SnO2, In2O3) and
barium carbonate (BaCO3), all with ≥99.9% purity, were homogenized in a high-efficiency mill.
The used La2O3 was earlier preheated up to 800 ◦C in order to remove water and ensure proper
stoichiometry. The obtained mixture was pressed into pellets and then annealed in a temperature
range of 1200–1450 ◦C. For preparation of dense pellets (ca. 98%), the initial calcination performed at
950 ◦C in synthetic air (decomposition of BaCO3) was required, and also, the sintering temperature
was increased up to 1600 ◦C. In order to minimize evaporation of barium or other cations, the pressed
pellets were covered with a layer of a powder having the same composition and were placed in
lid-covered crucibles. Chemical composition of the materials was established by inductively coupled
plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Optima 2100, Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA, USA).

Structural data were obtained by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements conducted in 10◦–110◦

range using CuKα radiation on Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer (Empyrean, Panalytical, Almelo,
Netherlands) equipped with PIXcel3D detector. An Anton Paar HTK 1200N (Panalytical, Almelo,
The Netherlands) oven chamber was used for high-temperatures XRD studies, which were carried out
in 25–900 ◦C temperature range in a synthetic air flow (H2O content < 3 ppm). Structural parameters
were refined using GSAS/EXPGUI set of software, based on Rietveld method (a least squares approach,
which enable to refine a theoretical XRD profile until it matches the measured data) [37,38]. In the
fittings done using cubic Pm-3m space group, unit call parameter a, profile parameters, zero shift,
and thermal Uiso factors were refined. It should be emphasized that (Ba,La)-O distance can be derived
as equal to a

√
2/2, while (Zr,Sn,In)-O bond length equals a/2 in the cubic perovskite structure. Stored
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and dried at 400 ◦C for 24 h (in synthetic air), the materials were studied during XRD measurements.
Also, Scherrer equation was utilized to obtain crystallite size.

Microstructure of the as-synthesized materials was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) technique. SEM images were taken on FEI Nova NanoSEM 200 apparatus (FEI EUROPE
COMPANY, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

In order to evaluate the amount of the incorporated water, thermogravimetric (TG) measurements
were carried out on TA Q5000 IR thermobalance (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Tests were
performed up to 900 ◦C (heating/cooling rate 5 ◦C min−1) in synthetic air on previously hydrated and
dried samples. The hydration process was conducted by annealing of Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a

powder at 250 ◦C and 400 ◦C in humidified air (ca. 3% vol. H2O), while drying was done by similar
annealing at 400 ◦C and 800 ◦C in synthetic air. TG measurements were accompanied by mass
spectroscopy analysis of the out-going gas in order to establish H2O and CO2 presence in the studied
samples. For the studies, Pfeiffer Vacuum ThermoStar mass spectrometer (GSD 301 T1 (2008/08),
Pfeiffer Vacuum, Aßlar, Germany) was used. The initial and relatively high water signal recorded in
the studies likely comes from the apparatus-related affect (presence of residual moisture). This line
should be treated as a background one.

Electrical properties of a dense Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.75Sn0.75In0.5O3−a sinter were measured by the AC
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique using Solartron 1260 frequency response analyzer
(1260, Solartron, Bognor Regis, Great Britain). Samples were mounted on Probostat holder, with Pt
electrodes attached. The applied disturbance amplitude was 25 mV and the frequency range was
0.1–106 Hz. Tests were performed in 350–800 ◦C temperature range in dry synthetic air, and also in
humidified synthetic air with H2O and D2O (ca. 3% vol.) in order to establish proton (deuterium)
conductivity component of the total conductivity. Additional measurements were conducted in dry
and H2O-containing argon to evaluate pO2 influence on conductivity. Gathered data were analyzed
using Scribner Associates Inc. ZView 2.9 software (Scribner Associates Inc., Southern Pines, NC, USA)
by selection of a proper equivalent electrical circuit [39]. An approximate value of proton conductivity
(σH) was obtained as a difference between the recorded conductivity in wet and dry atmospheres:
σH = σwet − σdry. Consequently, the transference number tH = σH/σwet. Similar calculations were carried
out in the case of measurements in D2O-containing atmosphere in order to determine σD and tD [40].

Electrical conductivity relaxation (ECR) measurements were performed during an abrupt gas change
from dry to humidified synthetic air at the constant temperature in a range of 350–800 ◦C. The recorded
ECR profiles were normalized and refined using custom-made Matlab code. Considering geometry
of the pellets, the one-dimensional diffusion model was found to be the correct approximation [41].
Interestingly, a coupled and decoupled transport phenomena related to the ionic conductivity were
observed. While these effects were previously reported in several studies [34,36], for the presented
results, a clear transition occurs as a function of temperature.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Crystal Structure at Room and Elevated Temperatures

As shown in Figure 1a, Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a oxide can be obtained as a single phase,
with no major impurities present in a wide range of temperatures (1200–1600 ◦C). Figure 1b shows
an exemplary diffractogram recorded at room temperature (RT) of a sample after heat treatment
at 1400 ◦C, together with the performed structural refinement. It can be seen that all reflections
correspond well with the cubic Pm-3m space group. This structure was present in all samples
sintered at different temperatures. It is also visible (Figure 1a) that, with the increasing sintering
temperature, the recorded peaks shift toward higher angles, suggesting a decrease of the unit cell
parameter. This was confirmed by Rietveld refinements, and the calculated dependence is shown
in Figure 2. In order to establish chemical composition of the samples, ICP studies were conducted,
with results being in agreement with the assumed content of the elements (e.g., material annealed at
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1400 ◦C has Ba0.93La0.10Zr0.22Sn0.29In0.49O2.84 composition). In addition, these measurements indicated
somewhat increased evaporation of barium, as well as tin and indium for materials annealed at
higher temperatures, but the changes were found be rather too small to fully explain the decrease of
the a parameter with the sintering temperature (both Ba2+ and In3+ are large cations). Alternatively,
it seems that the observed variation of the unit cell parameter mainly originates from a high affinity
of the samples for water incorporation. For comparison, XRD measurements were also conducted
immediately after drying of the samples in synthetic air at 400 ◦C for 24 h. The refined unit cell
parameters are significantly lower (except for the material sintered at 1600 ◦C), suggesting that the
compounds stored under ambient conditions reacted with moisture from air.
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Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a.

As the temperature of the synthesis increases, the average crystallite size was found to grow
in the expected manner (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the pellets obtained at 1450 ◦C and below are not
well-sintered, with a relative density not exceeding 70%. On the contrary, material prepared at 1600 ◦C
was very dense (ca. 98%). Consequently, a large surface area of contact between the material and
atmospheric air of the porous specimens (Figure 4) intensifies reactivity with the water vapor, while for
the dense material, only the pellet’s surface has direct contact with the atmosphere, suppressing the
reaction. This is of a crucial consequence because Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a in a powder form is
reactive toward H2O at very low temperatures, even at RT.
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Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a material
(crushed and grinded pellet) sintered at 1400 ◦C.

As shown in Figure 5, material sintered at 1400 ◦C and dried at 400 ◦C in synthetic air, which was
protected from the ambient atmosphere and studied in a short time after the synthesis, exhibits much
lower unit cell parameter (4.1742 Å), comparing to the one stored under ambient conditions (4.1894 Å).
The effect of the unit cell parameter (and volume) increase on hydration of the material was previously
documented in works [42–44].
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With an initial increase of temperature above RT, the material dried at 400 ◦C was found to increase
its unit cell parameter (and volume) up to 200 ◦C, above which temperature the recorded unit cell
parameter decreased and then increased again above 400 ◦C (Figure 5). Essentially the same behavior
was observed for samples previously hydrated in humidified synthetic air (ca. 3 vol. % H2O) at 250 ◦C
and 400 ◦C. The quantitative difference between the materials results from the value of the initial
unit cell parameter, which was found to the highest for the oxide hydrated at 250 ◦C. As documented
below in TG studies, this corresponds to the highest amount of the incorporated water into the crystal
structure. Above ca. 400 ◦C all studied samples were found to behave practically the same. During
cooling from 900 ◦C to 500 ◦C the relative changes of the unit call parameter scaled linearly with
temperature, which allowed to evaluate thermal expansion coefficient (TEC). The TEC value was found
to be moderate, 12.8(2) × 10−6 K−1, a typical one for this class of materials. Interestingly, on cooling
below 300 ◦C, the unit cell parameter of Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a increased and then decreased
again. This effect can be explained as due to incorporation of residual water vapor present in synthetic
air, and while H2O content is below 3 ppm, a constant gas flow on the order of 100 cm3 min−1 supplied
into the oven-chamber was enough for the sample to absorb relatively large quantity of water [45–47].

Selected data concerning structural refinements performed at RT and at elevated temperatures
are gathered in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Refined structural data for Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a material obtained in different conditions.

Conditions Unit Cell
Parameter a [Å]

Unit Cell
Volume V [Å3]

(Ba,La)-O
Distance [Å]

(Zr,Sn,In)-O
Distance [Å]

χ2/Rwp
[%]

Uiso·100 [Å2]
CationsO

stored sample 4.1893(1) 73.53(1) 2.9623(1) 2.0947(1) 4.125/3.53 2.39(2)/4.6(1)

material hydrated
at 250 ◦C

(data at RT)
4.1949(1) 73.82(1) 2.9662(1) 2.0974(1) 1.548/2.79 2.08(2)/3.1(1)

data recorded at
600 ◦C in

synthetic air
4.1944(1) 73.79(1) 2.9659(1) 2.0972(1) 2.291/3.45 2.09(2)/4.3(2)

data recorded at
900 ◦C in

synthetic air
4.2105(1) 74.64(1) 2.9773(1) 2.1053(1) 1.959/3.21 2.83(2)/5.7(2)

All of the presented above results can be explained as originating from a presence of protons in
the studied material, which incorporation/release (in a form of water) on heating/cooling is visible in
structural changes. What is more, strong effects recorded for the dried sample prove a very strong
affinity of the material toward water uptake, even at very low water partial pressures.

3.2. Thermogravimetric Measurements and Presence of Protons

The results of thermogravimetric studies conducted in synthetic air for Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a

material hydrated at 250 ◦C are shown in Figure 6a. TG measurements were accompanied by mass
spectroscopy studies, and the recorded (relative) ionic current data of H2O- and CO2-related signals
are presented in Figure 6b,c. As can be seen, during first heating, a considerable weight loss occurs at
above 200 ◦C, matching well the behavior seen in the high-temperature XRD studies for the hydrated
material (Figure 5). The maximum signal of the H2O occurs at lower temperature than the CO2-related
peak (Figure 6b,c), and consequently, it can be assumed that majority of the weight change up to ca.
300 ◦C is related to the water release. Using TG data the amount of the incorporated water during
hydration at 250 ◦C can be estimated as ca. 0.13 mole of water per mole of material, corresponding to the
Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O2.93H0.26 composition. For the material hydrated at 400 ◦C, the water content
was found to be smaller, ca. 0.11. Interestingly, on the second TG cycle some remaining water signal was
also recorded. For the CO2 signal, while the first maximum can be linked to a desorption process from the
powder’s surface, the peak at ca. 600 ◦C can be related to a decomposition of residual carbonates. Apart
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from the first heating, practically no CO2-related signal was recorded in the following steps of the TG
studies. Importantly, in additional studies of materials previously dried in synthetic air at 400 ◦C and
800 ◦C, qualitatively similar behavior was observed, i.e., presence of H2O- and CO2-related peaks was
evident. This strongly indicates that samples are highly moisture- and CO2-sensitive, even during contact
with atmospheric air at ambient temperature for a relatively short time.
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Figure 6. (a) Thermogravimetric characteristics for the hydrated at 250 ◦C Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a

material, recorded in synthetic air during two cycles; (b) Relative ionic current of H2O-related signal
recorded by mass spectrometer, corresponding to the performed TG studies; (c) Relative ionic current of
CO2-related signal recorded by mass spectrometer, corresponding to the performed TG studies.

3.3. Transport Properties in Dry and Humidified Air

Figure 7a,b show exemplary impedance data with fitting, measured for the Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a

material in different atmospheres at 450 ◦C and 750 ◦C. The spectra at the lower temperature contain
three semi-circles. However, the refinements suggest the presence of the R0 shift from the origin of
coordinates (see inset with the equivalent circuit). Such results can be interpreted that the bulk and
the grain boundary conductivities correspond to the shift and the high-frequency arc visible on the
left, while charge transfer between the sample and the electrodes is visible in a form of the middle-
and the low-frequency arc on the right [43,48]. There is a noticeable decrease of the high frequency
arc and the shift upon change of the atmosphere from dry to H2O (D2O)-containing air, which is an
evidence for the appearance of the proton (deuterium) conductivity. It is also expected that the relative
increase of the conductivity related to D2O is smaller [45]. EIS data recorded at higher temperatures,
e.g., 750 ◦C (Figure 7b) are different, and strongly suggest presence of the electronic component of the
conductivity, with R0 shift from the origin of coordinates likely comprising also the ohmic resistance.
This issue is discussed in more details below.
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Figure 7. (a) Exemplary impedance data with fitting, measured in dry, H2O-, and D2O-containing
synthetic air at 450 ◦C; (b) Exemplary impedance data with fitting, measured in dry, H2O-,
and D2O-containing synthetic air at 750 ◦C.

Gathered impedance data allowed us to establish the temperature dependence of the total
electrical conductivity, as presented in Arrhenius-type coordinates (Figure 8a). The results are expected,
with the highest conductivity values and lowest activation energy appearing in H2O-containing
atmosphere. It can be noticed that the relative increase of the conductivity in wet atmospheres
is not very high, and consequently the calculated proton (deuterium) conductivities and the
respective transference numbers are not high (Table 2). The exemplary proton conductivities are ca.
1.1 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 350 ◦C and increase to 6.4 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 550 ◦C. A very similar dependence
of total conductivity was observed in dry and wet Ar (Figure 8b), which suggest negligible influence
of the oxygen partial pressure in this range, making the approximations about determination of proton
and deuterium conductivities viable (electronic component is insignificant in such conditions).

At the highest temperatures of 700–800 ◦C, practically no change of the conductivity of the
material during change of the atmosphere was recorded (Figure 8a,b). Considering the shape of
the impedance data (Figure 7b), a large part of the resistance can be related to the electronic hole
component. This was further supported by polarization-type (Hebb-Wagner) conductivity experiment,
which allowed us to establish that, at 800 ◦C in dry air, the electronic component of the conductivity
seems to be dominant. However, due to intrinsic limitations of the method, the exact evaluation of the
electronic transference number was hindered.

Table 2. Calculated proton (σH) and deuterium (σD) conductivities together with respective
transference numbers (tH, tD) for measurement conducted in synthetic air and argon.

Temperature [◦C]
σH = σwet − σdry

[S cm−1]
σD = σwet − σdry

[S cm−1]
tH = σH/σwet tD = σD/σwet

Air Ar Air Air Ar Air

650 5.0 × 10−4 1.3 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−4 0.05 0.16 0.04
600 6.2 × 10−4 9.5 × 10−4 2.3 × 10−4 0.08 0.16 0.03
550 6.4 × 10−4 9.0 × 10−4 1.5 × 10−4 0.14 0.20 0.04
500 4.8 × 10−4 7.1 × 10−4 3.9 × 10−5 0.17 0.25 0.02
450 4.1 × 10−4 5.1 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−4 0.25 0.31 0.13
400 2.4 × 10−4 2.9 × 10−4 3.8 × 10−5 0.30 0.33 0.06
350 1.1 × 10−4 1.4 × 10−4 2.6 × 10−5 0.30 0.32 0.10
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Figure 8. (a) Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a

in dry, H2O-, and D2O-containing air, with calculated values of the activation energy. Data shown
in Arrhenius-type coordinates; (b) Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of
Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a in dry and H2O- containing Ar, with calculated values of the activation
energy. Data shown in Arrhenius-type coordinates.

Overall, such electrical properties of Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a can be linked with a relatively
low initial concentration of the oxygen vacancies, as well as with presence of Sn and in cations
having relatively high electronegativity, and thus limiting proton (deuterium) conductivity at lower
temperatures. Comparing to materials having higher initial oxygen vacancy concentration, the reported
in Table 2 values of the proton conductivity are lower [43]. While from a point of view of application
as PCFC solid electrolyte the material seems not suitable, for this compound, it was possible to record
transition on temperature from a single-fold to a two-fold behavior on the electrical conductivity
relaxation kinetics, indicating qualitative change of diffusion of the charge carriers, as presented in the
next sub-chapter.

3.4. Conductivity Relaxations Studies upon Hydration

Figure 9a,b shows exemplary ECR data measured for the Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a material
during an abrupt change of the surrounding atmospheres from dry to humidified air, as recorded at
450 ◦C and 650 ◦C. As can be seen, while the results from the lower temperature show single-fold
character, data from the higher temperature are evidently pointing to a decoupled transport of
hydrogen and oxygen. Using similar reasoning as presented in work [33], this corresponds to a
qualitative change of the diffusion process, which from the coupled, ambipolar transfer of protons and
oxygen (i.e., water) becomes decoupled, and both charge carries move independently. Such change
implies the presence of the electronic hole conductivity, as can be expected from the discussed
characteristics of the EIS data recorded at higher (≥600 ◦C) temperatures. It should be clarified
that, in the case of ECR profiles fitted at 600 ◦C and above, only R0 component was considered,
which is in accordance with the direct current measurements presented in the literature [33,36].
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Figure 9. (a) Electrical conductivity relaxation (ECR) data with fit recorded at 450 ◦C during change of
the atmosphere from dry to humidified air; (b) ECR data with fit recorded at 650 ◦C during change of
the atmosphere from dry to humidified air.

All the measured ECR data allowed to prepare the Arrhenius-type graph (Figure 10), in which
calculated values of the chemical diffusion coefficient D and the surface exchange coefficient k are
presented as a function of temperature. In a range up to 450 ◦C, in which the single fold relaxation
curves were measured, the refined D and k values can be related directly to water, and both coefficients
increase with temperature. The activation energy of DH2O in this range was evaluated as 0.77(1) eV.
The reported values are comparable in magnitude to the published data for doped BaCeO3 and similar
materials ([30,35] and references therein).

In the 550–700 ◦C range, the ECR data show decoupled behavior, and transport coefficients can
be fitted separately for hydrogen and oxygen, with much higher values (faster diffusion) observed for
protons. Such decoupled diffusion was reported previously, e.g., for SrCe0.95Yb0.05O3−a in work [29].
Interested reader can find a detailed theoretical explanation of the nature of decoupling in the cited
paper. Interestingly, it seems there is a discontinuity of the D and k values in the intermediate range
(a vicinity of 500 ◦C), which is in accordance with a qualitative change of the nature of the charge
carriers diffusion, which takes place when electronic hole-related conductivity becomes significant.
Also, as almost no proton-related conductivity component was observed at the highest temperatures
(Figure 8a), it is not surprising that ECR at the temperatures above 700 ◦C do not show an H-related
component. Again, the D and k values in this range (corresponding likely to the diffusion of oxygen
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only) do not follow linearly values from lower temperatures. In the considered 550–700 ◦C range,
values of the hydrogen- and oxygen-related transport coefficients D and k can be calculated separately
for both charge carries (Figure 10). In agreement with literature reports, hydrogen is found to diffuse
faster than oxygen during decoupled transport, which manifests itself in a fact that the value of
hydrogen-related D is about two orders of magnitudes faster that the oxygen-related one. Similar
differences, as well as respective orders of magnitude of the transport coefficients were reported
before [29,31].
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As presented above, the nature of the ionic conductivity in Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a is
complex and changes with temperature. It depends on the proton content in the material and also on
the appearance of the electronic hole-related conductivity at elevated temperatures. As can be expected,
diffusion of protons is faster than that of oxygens. However, in the intermediate range at which the
decoupling of the ionic charge carriers occurs, the temperature behavior seems non-monotonous.

4. Conclusions

Ba0.9La0.1Zr0.25Sn0.25In0.5O3−a perovskite-type oxide was synthesized and studied in terms of its
crystal structure, with RT and high-temperature XRD measurements, its ability for water uptake in
different conditions as documented by thermogravimetric measurements with supplementary mass
spectroscopy studies, as well as studies of the transport properties in dry, H2O-, and D2O-containing
air. Single-phase samples were obtained in a wide temperature range of 1200–1600 ◦C. However,
only at the highest temperature was it possible to acquire the dense sinter needed for the electrical
measurements. The materials in a powdered form are strongly reacting with moisture from air,
which results in a significantly increased unit cell volume. Thermogravimetric studies with analysis
of H2O- and CO2-related signals, as well as the high-temperature structural evaluation, confirmed
incorporation of water during hydration and presence of protons in the bulk of the material. EIS
measurements allowed us to evaluate total electrical conductivity and calculate the values of the
activation energy. Also, it was possible to determine proton and deuterium conductivities in wet
atmospheres and calculate transference numbers. Importantly, ECR measurements were performed
during an abrupt gas change from dry to humidified synthetic air at the constant temperature in a
range of 350–800 ◦C, showing a transition from the single- to two-fold relaxation kinetics. At lower
temperatures up to 450 ◦C, the gathered data allowed us to estimate transport coefficients D and k of
water (ambipolar diffusion of H+ and O2−), while in the 550–700 ◦C range, it was possible to determine
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values of D and k separately for both charge carriers. The coupled/decoupled transition occurring on
temperature seems complex, with non-monotonous behavior in the intermediate range observed.
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